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ABSTRACT
Human life contacts with different problem when living in this world, including health problem. Those problems helps human being to find solutions for those problems using different mechanism, including technology. To tell honestly, there are so many healthcare is available, but they are not efficient. Now a day Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the technology which helps human being and it has a vital role in the treatment and diagnosis of different diseases. From those chronic and serious disease diabetes is the most difficult and easily untreatable disease especially in developing country like African country including Ethiopia and other. In order to help the humans who lives with diabetes and reduce the death of human being by this disease we develop knowledge base which helps the patient by providing information how to identify the diseases and how to treat diabetes. The proposed system also reduces the wrong treatment. The proposed intelligent system aware the patient by providing information, descriptions, treatment and the type of the diabetes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Now a day in this our global world different challenges are occurring. The challenges are not limited to those challenges are including health problem. As we now currently, Education, Healthcare industries, government and non-governmental organization is worried about human life. Some health problems are very chronic and needs special treatment in order to save human life. Diabetes is clustered on such chronic diseases, therefore it needs special treatment in order to recover the patient. Mostly this diabetes disease (DD) found on women rather than men. In 2014, 8.5% of adults whose ages 18 and more than 18 had diabetes mellitus. By 2012 blood glucose was one of the causes of 2.2 million population death [1]. According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) report on 4 Nov 2017 more than 199 million women are living with diabetes as the report indicates. From those women most of them are reproductive based on the above information it is easy to think about this problem and it makes our heart think about it because those women are our mother, sister, wife and so on. As the report indicates in 2040 the number of women who are living with diabetes will increase from 199 million to 313 million [2]. In this time this chronic and serious diseases killed a young people specially women throughout the world. In developing country like south Africa, Sudan, Nigeria, Somalia, India, this dangerous diseases distributed and killing up the young people that affects both in economic and social development of the country. Women are not aware how to treat the diseases using different mechanism including food type are recommended that is why we planned to do this system. This expert system has great role to minimize the death of people who have diabetes by providing advice and treatment for the patient as well as for the doctor. The new expert system can reduce the wrong treatment. If the wrong treatment reduced it is easy to guess how much it is very advantages to minimize the number of people who are death by this chronic diabetes diseases. Most of the time the peoples who are living with have not aware about the most common diabetes disease type and their symptoms as well as the treatment of each type of diabetes but such problem solved by this expert system. The expert system not help only the patient it helps also for the doctor.

2. RELATED WORK
Million et al. [2] knowledge based expert system is one of the biggest branch of artificial intelligence (AI) and it is used to solve different complex and complicated problems. And also, it is not limited only computer science field it has a great role in various fields. Séverin et al. [1] Artificial intelligence has different application including in health industry by recommending the doctor as well as the patient. It is also used as a cognitive interaction with human beings. Samy et al. [3] Expert system has a great role now a day in health industry for recommendation and diagnosis purpose. SL5 programming language expert system was used in this review paper. The system was not complex for user. Samy and Rami [4] Expert system (ES) is one of the main application of computer system. ES (Expert system) has different components such as inference engine, knowledge base, interface etc. Samy and Mohammed [5] develop an expert system that was helps as a recommendation for urination patient using SL5 Object expert system programming language. In this study yes or no question was used as a rule. Hsiao-Hsien et al. [6] in this study artificial neural network was used. And the system was online system. The selected diseases was diabetes mellitus and it was yes or no question answering. Samy and abed [7] in this study, they concentrated on the diagnosis of vomiting useful SL5 Object expert system object oriented programming language. It was very help full for the patient. Mainly it was concentrated providing information that used to aware about the disease and prevention mechanism. SL5 object expert programming language (OEPL) was used in this study. Samy and Mohamed [8] mainly concentrated on diagnosis of shoulder problem using Clips object expert systems language (CLIP). It was very help full for the patent as well as for the parent. Yes or no question and answering was included in this system in order to solve shoulder problem. Ibrahim et al. [9] the study of diabetic system is very necessary in medical industry or health industry as well as diabetic patient. In this study fuzzy rule was applied. This reasoning study helps for the doctor and patients. Different reasoning was applied including fuzzy rule. Form those reasoning the following were included CBRI (case based reasoning), OCR (ontology case based reasoning), FBR (fuzzy based reasoning) and RBR (rule based reasoning). From those different reasoning method CBRI (case-based reasoning) was more effective, powerful, and less cost as in this study described. Kamadi et al. [10] an inference system (IS) can be discover u by using knowledge discovery mechanism which
used to retrieve unknown before. different decision rule was generated and developed.fals split was identified .it concentrated on to minimize false split . Ibrahim et al. [11] an expert system is one of the computer programs which can provide decision, recommendation as well as advice similar to human being advice. This expert system (ES) was helpful for the doctor as well as the patient who have diabetes. any tool not used on this system. Tawfik et al. [12] VP Expert Shell (VES) was used as an expert tool.an expert system has a great role in the area of all medical industries. knowledge Representation was applied as it was rule based expert system. . Baran and Hossein [13] ES(Expert system) is a power full to solve a difficult and complex problems.it is a program of computer which helps a human being to solve complex problems by feeding some programs. Chang-shing lee and Mei-Hui wang[14] was concentrated on two diseases Diabetes and Heart disease .fuzzy rule and semantic fuzzy decision making was applied. S.S .Abu Nasir et al.[15] Al(artificial intelligence) was defined as thinking about how to make the system act as the actual human being .expert system is applicable in different areas including health care industry as well as in agriculture . Ochan et al.[16] artificial neural network was applied on this study with model. It was concentrated on chest diseases. .Esin et al.[17] LDA-ANFIS was provide efficient accuracy.no recommendation system developed .lack of awareness of information about the diabetic diseases has the chance to increase the disease and decrease the treatment. .kemal and salih p[18] Nero fuzzy inference system was applied. .expert system also used in the prediction purpose in addition to recommendation and decision making.

3. DIABETES

Diabetes is the most severe and very chronic diseases through the world without limited on only developing country it is also series in developed country. Diabetes mellitus defined as defect in the human body ability for the conversion of glucose to energy the cause of diabetes is when the human pancreas hormone which is known as insulin. treatment as it defined on the proposed recommendation system.

3.1 Type 1 Diabetes

It is one of the type of diabetes which is occurred by the production of less amount of insulin. This type of diabetes cover 5 to 10% .it is also called insulin dependent diabetes.it has its own symptom and treatment as it defined on the result and the proposed expert system.

3.2 Type 2 Diabetes

This type of Diabetes also called as insulin independent diabetes diseases. This type of diabetes diseases is the most common and known disease in the world.it is caused by ineffective use of insulin .in the world this type of diabetes covered from 80% to 90 % in the world .it has various treatment as it defined on the proposed recommendation system.

3.3 Gestational Diabetes

This type of diabetes occurred on pregnancies.in a total of only 2 to 4% covered in worldwide.

4. EXPERT SYSTEM

An expert system are can be defined as a computer programs which used to solve complex problems [12]. expert systems are used to simulate human being logic and reasoning. Expert systems are also known as knowledge base. In day to day life expert systems are have an important role to solve different problems in different area like health industry, transportation, financial industry, in education and other. Expert systems (ESs) are used in different companies like Google, IBM and another. In the proposed system this expert system applied on Health industry that is Diabetes diagnosis and treatment. Expert systems have the ability to perform as the same level of human being. And also, they are not easily stopped it indicates that expert systems have the behavior of reliability as human being .it is possible to produce more amount of expert system to increase the availibility.it is not difficult to guess how much expert systems have an important role human being day to day activity including health treatment by providing. Expert systems are having different components. Those components are list as follow knowledge base, inference engine. These two components are main components of expert system.

5. METHODS

Based on the literature review that reviewed we plan to develop an expert system or recommendation system for diabetes diseases which helps to the patient as well as the doctor. There are different knowledge representation system from those the most common are fram, logic, semantic, and production rules. Knowledge in expert system has two parts Conventional programming and knowledge-based system .in conventional programming

Programs=Datastructure+Algorithm (1)

In knowledge-based system the two key important words knowledge and inference provides expert system

ExpertSystem=Knowledge+inference (2)
Fig. 1 Architecture of the proposed self-learning knowledge-based system (ASLKBS)

Fig. 2 Diagnosis and treatment for Type I diabetes

Type diabetes followed by full stop to get advice about Diabetes Diseases:
---------------------------------------------
Please respond the questions by saying yes/no after choosing the diabetes to proceed the advice!

1. diabetes. does frequent urination ?(yes or no): yes.
   is the vision change suddenly ?(yes or no): yes.
   is increase appetite ?(yes or no): yes.
   is sudden weight loss ?(yes or no): yes.

The Diabetes is type I.

Description:
---------------------------------------------
Type I diabetes the body does not produces insulin. it is also called insulin dependent diabetes.
people develop type I diabetes before their 40th year approximately 5 to 10% all of diabetes cases are type I

Treatment:
---------------------------------------------
1. Taking insulin
   2. carbohydrate, fat and protein counting.
   3. frequent blood sugar monitoring.
   4. Eating healthy foods like bean, Tomatoes, Sweet potatoes, citrus fruit, and Berries.
   5. Exercising regularly and maintaining a healthy weight.

Do you want to continue? (yes, or no.)

Fig. 2 Diagnosis and treatment for Type I diabetes
Fig. 3 Diagnosis and treatment for Type II diabetes

**Description:**

the pancreas makes insulin, but it is either does not produce enough, or the insulin does not work properly this type occurs most often in people who are over 40 years and overweight. 90% of people with diabetes have type II.

**Treatment:**

1. Exercising
2. weight management
3. insulin injection
4. oral glucose lowering medication (taken by mouth)

---

Fig. 4 diagnosis and treatment for Gestational diabetes

**Description:**

this type of diabetes occurs when their is a high blood glucose level during pregnancy as pregnancy progresses, the developing baby has a greater need for glucose it occurs in about 4% of all pregnancies often occurs in women who have no prior history of diabetes.

**Treatment:**

1. attention to maintaining a proper diet
2. Regular Exercise
3. testing blood glucose levels to determine if your blood glucose levels are at acceptable limits
4. ask to test your urine for ketones, substances that are produced when your body metabolizes fat
5. not skipping meals
6. institute insulin therapy.
6. CONCLUSION
The day is now to help people who live with diabetes, which is very serious and chronic disease in the world. The new prototype expert system helps to save human life at an early stage by providing advice, description, symptoms, and treatment for the patient. This expert system minimizes wrong treatment which is made by the doctor. Especially in developing country like African countries, there is no enough doctors and laboratory technician to help the people who are Lives with diabetes, there for this expert system solve such problem. The most common types of diabetes disease mean that Type I, Type II, and Gestational Diabetes are included on this expert system with description, symptoms, and treatment of each type of diabetes. In future, it is recommended develop such like expert system for other diseases helps to save human life at initial stage.
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